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ABSTRACT. The nanoscale morphology of polymer blends is a key parameter to reach high 

efficiency in bulk heterojunction solar cells. Thereby, research typically focuses on optimal 

blend morphologies while studying non-optimized blends may give insight into blend design that 

can be more robust against morphology defects. Here we focus on the direct correlation of 

morphology and device performance of PTB7:PC71BM bulk heterojunction (BHJ) blends 

processed without additive in different donor:acceptor weight ratios. We show that while blends 

of a 1:1.5 ratio are composed of large donor enriched and fullerene domains beyond exciton 

diffusion length, reducing the ratio below 1:0.5 leads to blends composed purely of polymer 

enriched domains. Importantly photocurrent density in such blends can reach values between 45 

to 60% of those reached of fully optimized blend using additives. We provide here a direct visual 

evidence that fullerenes in the donor enriched domains are not distributed homogeneously but 

fluctuate locally. To this end, we performed compositional nanoscale morphology analysis of the 

blend using spectroscopic imaging of low energy-loss electrons in the transmission electron 

microscope. Charge transport measurement in combination with molecular dynamics simulations 

show that the fullerene sub-structures inside the polymer phase generate efficient electron 

transport in the polymer enriched phase. Furthermore, we show that the formation of densely 
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packed regions of fullerene inside the polymer phase is driven by the PTB7:PC71BM enthalpy of 

mixing. The occurrence of such a nanoscale network of fullerene clusters leads to a reduction of 

electron trap states and thus efficient extraction of photocurrent inside the polymer domain. 

Suitable tuning of the polymer acceptor interaction can thus introduce acceptor sub-networks in 

polymer enriched phases improving the tolerance for high efficiency BHJ towards morphological 

defects such as donor enriched domains exceeding exciton diffusion length. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the ongoing quest for efficient photon-to-electron conversion, polymer-based solar cells 

(PSCs) have received an enormous amount of attention in renewable energy sources because of 

their characteristics enabling solution processability, flexibility, large scale and low cost 

production properties.1-4 Recently, the development of novel non fullerene acceptors has allowed 

to raise the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of PSCs to more than 18% in single junction 

devices and 17% in tandem solar cells.5-7 Besides the rise of new acceptor materials, intensive 

development on active layer structural optimizations, device engineering or morphology control 

has contributed in obtaining these efficiencies.8-12 The photo-active layer of high efficient solar 

cells is prepared of a mixture of donor polymer and small molecule acceptor with a suitable 

weight ratio defined as donor:acceptor (D:A) weight ratio leading to the formation of a 

nanostructured bulk heterojunction (BHJ). To build a high-performance blend, several factors are 

involved from materials to layers properties such as (i) a broad absorption overlap with the solar 

spectrum, (ii) balanced and lossless charge transport, (iii) suitable bandgap and energy level 

alignment between polymer and acceptor for charge separation and (iv) sufficient intermixing 

between polymer and acceptor to ensure a bicontinuous network. Typically, it is assumed that the 
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optimization of the polymer blend morphology aims at the formation of a large D:A interface for 

an efficient exciton dissociation in combination with a domain size equal to approximately twice 

that of the exciton diffusion length.13 Parameters controlling nanoscale morphology of BHJs 

have been addressed in several reviews.14-16 The D:A weight ratio in combination with the 

molecular interaction and miscibility are the major driving forces. Solvent additives have been 

found to further improve the nanoscale morphology of the blend.17 Although blend processing is 

nowadays well understood,14,16 the optimization of a polymer blend is still delicate and specific 

for each D:A couple. Particularly, large scale and thus industrial processing of organic solar cells 

demand for photoactive materials that show a tolerance against non-optimized blend 

morphologies to prevent performance loss. For example, the fabrication of polymer blend 

containing morphological defects such large donor enriched domains with dimension surpassing 

typical exciton diffusion length will lead to losses in device performance. Studying polymer 

blends with such non optimal phase separation can provide precious information about concepts 

of more robust blend materials that allow extracting electrons towards to acceptor enriched 

domains without carrier recombination. In order to gain information about exciton dissociation 

and charge carrier transport in such non-optimized polymer blends, visualization of the 

nanoscale morphology and acceptor intercalation on polymer domains of BHJ is necessary. 

Usually indirect measurements of domain size and acceptor intercalation can be applied to gain 

insight into the nanoscale morphologies by combining real-space imaging techniques as atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for surface information with 

different XRD techniques.18-23 There are only few examples of such a correlation of device 

performance with direct visualization of, for instance, domain sizes or mixed phases.24-26 For 

example, by applying nonlinear statistical analysis to variations in optical excitations measured 
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by electron spectroscopic imaging, varying phases, including mixed phase, can be localized at 

the nanoscale in photoactive blends.25 For localized analysis of compositional variations, the 

near-edge structure in the X-ray absorption signal (NEXAFS) has been used in scanning 

transmission X-ray microscopy.18,27 Unfortunately, the spatial resolution does not allow 

visualization of domains or phases with features below 10 nm. On the other hand, spectroscopic 

imaging of low energy-loss electrons in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) enable one to 

directly correlate a specific nanoscale morphology with device performance.28-29 Furthermore 

direct visualization of non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) organization inside the polymer blends 

has been recently demonstrated using analytic TEM.30. 

In this work we focus on non-optimized polymer blends as a function of D:A weight ratio to 

study photocurrent generation and nanoscale organization of acceptors in large polymer enriched 

domains with domain sizes surpassing typical exciton diffusion lengths by applying 

spectroscopic imaging with scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM-SI) of the low 

energy-loss for visualization. Although high efficiency polymer solar cells nowadays have 

replaced fullerenes by NFAs, the manipulation of their nanoscale morphology is not so trivial 

and well understood than in the case of fullerene based blends. Furthermore fullerenes are still 

used in NFA based solar cells as third component in ternary blends making the choice of a 

fullerene based model system relevant to study blends with morphological defects such as donor 

enriched domains that are larger than corresponding exciton diffusion lengths.11 For these 

reasons, we select bulk heterojunctions comprising the donor polymer thieno[3,4-b]-thiophene-

alt-benzodithiophene (PTB7) and the fullerene acceptor [6,6]phenyl C71 butyric acid methyl ester 

(PC71BM) (Figure 1a) as it allows to generate specific blend morphologies containing large 

donor enriched domains.29 The PTB7:PC71BM blend is a well-known model system since cells 
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based on PTB7 blended with PC71BM were the first cells to overcome a PCE of 7% in 2010 by 

using chlorobenzene (CB) with 3% 1,8-diiodoctane (DIO) as solvents.13 Indeed it was shown 

that solar cells using PTB7:PC71BM blends yield performance improvement by using inverted 

device structure,31 molecular weight (Mw) and polydispersity index (PDI)) of PTB7,32,33 as well 

as solvent additive,34-36 mixed solvent,18,37,38 and interface modification.39,40 Importantly the 

device properties depend largely on the processing conditions with a particular control of the 

photovoltaic performance by adding DIO to the blend solution.13,18,41,42 The use of DIO generates 

a phase-separated structure composed of domain sizes of ∼10 nm constituting a morphology 

close to an ideal D:A nanometer-scale interpenetrating network.13,17,43 In contrast, PTB7:PC71BM 

blends using a weight ratio of 1:1.5 processed without DIO show a strongly non-optimized 

nanoscale morphology composed of polymer enriched domains and large spherical fullerene 

domains.29 Importantly, DIO free-processed blends containing very large donor and acceptor 

domains produce solar cells show relatively high photocurrent close to the 60% of cells with 

optimal morphology.18 By comparing DIO-optimized PTB7:PC71BM solar cells using a weight 

ratio of 1:1.5 with DIO-free processed solar cells, Collins et al. concluded that the large polymer 

enriched regions are inefficient for the charge separation due to high rate of geminate 

recombination and therefore dead zones for the photovoltaic conversion.18 In a recent work, C. 

Ho et al.44 studied the early stage of D:A electronic interaction in PTB7:PC71BM blends 

processed with DIO demonstrating that electron trapping is the key limiting factor for BHJ solar 

cells in the low fullerene content regime, while fast improvement in electron mobility was 

observed for increase in fullerene concentration towards optimal regime. Hence, PTB7:PC71BM 

can be considered as an ideal model system allowing a large variety of blend morphologies 

depending on the D:A ratio and use of DIO. To elucidate the reason for the large relative 
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photocurrent for DIO free cells, a direct visualization of the blends’ nanoscale morphology in 

correlation to device performance is essential. 

To this end, we investigated the PTB7:PC71BM BHJ system processed without additive via 

varying the ratio of PTB7 and PC71BM in the active layer (PTB7:PC71BM at 1:1.5, 1:1, 1:0.5, 

1:0.25). Optimized DIO-processes solar cells (with ratio 1:1.5) was used as a reference. The 

ordering of both the polymer and fullerene was inspected via 2D grazing-incidence X-ray 

diffractometry (2D-GIXD). To investigate the evolution of fullerene clusters and concentration 

profiles at a resolution of better than 10 nm, the STEM-SI data was fitted to pure signals from 

PTB7 and PC71BM. We show that non-linearities through mixing, which were previously 

determined by machine learning classification, do not hinder this concentration mapping.25 

Additionally transport studies were combined with molecular dynamics simulations of the 

polymer-fullerene blends to understand transport properties and the enthalpy of mixing and 

fullerene dispersion inside the blends. The combination of experimental evidence and simulation 

reveals that in polymer-enriched phases with about 25% of fullerenes, sub-10 nm aggregates of 

PC71BM allow for efficient electron transport towards the fullerene enriched domains and hence 

the observed high photocurrent. This behavior will support rationales on how the tolerance for 

high efficiency BHJs towards non optimal blend morphologies can be enhanced. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  

 

2.1 Materials. PTB7 was purchased from 1-Material and the fullerene derivative PC71BM from 

Nano-C (95% purity). The solvent additive 1,8-diiodoctane (DIO) was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (pb 167-169°C/6 mmHg(lit.)). ZnO nanocrystals were prepared as published 

elsewhere.45 Cluster free ZnO nanocrystal solutions in isopropanol (at 7.5 mg/mL) was prepared 
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by transferring the as-synthesized ZnO nanoparticles (6 nm as average diameter) from methanol 

to isopropanol (IPA) mixed with ethanolamine (EA) at 0.2 wt%. 

2.2 Solar Cells Fabrication and Characterization. Solar cells using regular device structures 

were processed as detailed in former works.28,29 ITO substrates (purchased from Lumtec, 15 

Ohm sq−1) were thoroughly cleaned by sonication in acetone and ethanol followed by rinsing 

with water and sonication in isopropanol and applying ultraviolet-ozone for 10 min. A thin layer 

of poly(3,4-PEDOT:PSS) (CLEVIOSTM AI 4083) was spin-coated on the cleaned ITO pre-

coated glass substrate at the speed of 4000 rpm for 60 s followed by an annealing step on a hot-

plate at 140°C for 15 min leading to a thickness of 40 nm. The substrates were then transferred to 

a nitrogen-filled glove box. PTB7:PC71BM films with different weight ratios (1:0.25, 1:0.5, 1:1 

and 1:1.5) were prepared in nitrogen-filled glove box by fixing the PTB7 amount (10 mg/mL) 

and varying the PC71BM content (2.5, 5, 10 and 15 mg/mL). The spin-coating was done at 

ambient temperature (21-25°C) in glove box. The DIO-processed PTB7:PC71BM solution at a 

weight ratio of 1:1.5 was prepared by mixing solvents chlorobenzene/1,8-diiodoctane with 

97:3% by volume. The DIO-free PTB7:PC71BM solutions were prepared by using chlorobenzene 

as solvent. Finally, an overnight stirring at 65°C was employed to finalize the ready-to-use 

PTB7:PC71BM blend solutions for the spin-coating solution process. The different solutions were 

spin-coated with controlled speeds to obtain thin films with equal thickness of 90±5 nm (ratio 

1:1.5 at rpm = 1800, ratio 1:1 at rpm = 1500, ratio 1:0.5 at rpm = 1200, ratio 1:0.25 at rpm = 

1100 and ratio 1:0 at rpm = 1000). The spin coating time was fixed at 120 sec. After dried in 

vacuum overnight, ZnO-based interfacial layers (ILs) were deposited by spin-coating ZnO 

nanocrystal solution on top of active layers at 1500 rpm for 60 s followed by annealing for 5 min 

at 80°C; all processes were done inside the glove box. To complete the device, aluminum (Al) 
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metal electrodes were thermally evaporated (MBRAUN evaporator) at 210-6 Torr to a thickness 

of 100 nm using a shadow mask that define the device area of the solar cells to 0.27 cm2.  

The current density–voltage (J-V) characteristics of the solar cells were measured inside the 

glove box using a Keithley 238 Source Measure Unit and a Newport class AAA 1.5 Global solar 

simulator (Oriel Sol3ATM model n° 94043A) with an irradiation intensity of 100 mW/cm2. The 

light intensity was determined with a Si reference cell (Newport Company, Oriel n° 94043A) 

calibrated by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). Spectral mismatch factors (M) 

were calculated according to a standard procedure and a typical M value of 1.02 was obtained for 

the PTB7:PC71BM devices.45 The value was used to correct the measured Jsc values of the solar 

cells to Jsc values corresponding to AM1.5G conditions. Shadow masks were used to well-define 

the illuminated area to 0.27×1.0 cm2. We present the performance of the best devices, whereas 

average PCEs were obtained with a standard deviation analysis calculated using 6-9 devices. 

External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements were performed in air using a homemade 

setup consisting of a Keithley 238 Source Measure Unit and Newport monochromator. Light 

intensity was measured with a calibrated Si-diode from Newport.  

2.3 Thin film Characterizations. UV-Vis absorption spectra of PTB7, PC71BM and blend 

layers were recorded using a Varian CARY 5000 spectrophotometer.  

Polymer blends were further analyzed by 2D grazing-incidence X-ray diffractometry (2D-GIXD) 

with high-brightness synchrotron radiation at BL19B2 in SPring-8. 2D-GIXD measurements 

were performed using a high-sensitive 2D X-ray detector (PILATUS 300K). The incident angle 

and wavelength of X-rays were 0.13° and 0.100 nm, respectively.  
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STEM-SI measurements were performed at 120 kV using a Titan 60–300 microscope 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) and an Enfinium spectrometer (Gatan/ThermoFisher Scientific, 

USA). Planar specimens were prepared by floating the photoactive layer onto water and 

capturing with a holey carbon film (QUANTIFOIL®) on an electron microscopy grid. To 

visualize potential small domains in blends of donor:acceptor ratios of 1:0.25 and 1:0.5, layer 

thicknesses of ca. 50 nm were used whilst for higher fullerene concentrations with large 

agglomerates layers with thickness of about 70 nm were investigated. In a previous work, we 

qualitatively investigated the nanoscale morphology of PTB7:PC71BM blends with a thickness of 

90 nm with and without DIO.29 Despite the different perspective and only qualitative nature, the 

general nanoscale morphologies for the ratio 1:1.5 are identical when comparing layers of 90 and 

70 nm thickness. Therefore, we expect that further reduction to a thickness of 50 nm through 

higher spin-coating speed and thus faster drying time does not compromise the validity of the 

morphological analyses in the current work. The lamella and micro-pillar samples were prepared 

from solar cell devices with a Helios Nanolab 650 (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA). Scanning 

step sizes for STEM-SI imaging were set to 3 nm for planar analyses, and to 2 nm for cross-

sectional analyses and for the higher resolution map of the 1:0.5 ratio sample in Figure S9. 

Spectroscopic imaging (SI) data sets were processed using HyperSpy.46 To use single scattering 

spectra and account for thickness variations, all spectra of a data set were processed by Fourier-

log deconvolution. Multiple linear least-squares fitting was performed by a custom Python script 

using the LMFIT package.47 As outlined in the supporting information in Table S1 and Figure 

S8, for theoretical concentrations of different nominal mixing ratios, weight ratios were 

transformed into (mono-)molecular ratios using molecular weights of PC71BM molecules and 

PTB7 monomers.  
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2.4 Space Charge Limited Current device Fabrication and Measurements. Space Charge 

Limited Current (SCLC) devices require careful choice of the contacts to ensure sufficient 

injection of the desired carrier, and effective blocking of the other carrier to work like single-

carrier devices. Hole-only and electron-only devices consisted of 

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC71BM/MoOx/Au and ITO/ZnO/PTB7:PC71BM/LiF/Al, respectively. 

ZnO was purchased from Avantama. Top metallic electrodes were thermally evaporated 

(MBRAUN evaporator) at 210-6 Torr to a controlled thickness (13 nm of MoOx, 100 nm Au, 

0.5 nm LiF and 100 nm of Al) using a shadow mask that define the device area to 0.09 cm2 and 

allowed a four-point measurement. The pristine PTB7:PC71BM solutions were deposited by spin-

coating at speeds ranging from 600 to 2500 rpm for 120 sec. Active layers were subsequently 

annealed at 80°C during 5 minutes. The thickness of thin films deposited on glass substrate was 

measured with a Veeco Dektak 150 (Table S2).  

The measured dark current was fitted using the Murgatroyd expression:  

 

𝐼 = 𝐴µ0
9

8

𝑉2

𝑑3
휀휀0exp(0.891𝛾√

𝑉

𝑑
)       (eq. 1) 

 

where d is the active layer thickness, A is the active device area, 0 is the permittivity of the 

active layer ( is assumed equal to 3.5 and 0 is the permittivity of free space), and V is the 

voltage. µ0 and  are the unknown parameters that will be adjusted to get a good fit, all other 

parameters are fixed. µ0 is the mobility at low electric fields, and  is a parameter that represents 

the field dependence of mobility. Measurements and analysis of I-V curves were made following 

a specific previously reported protocol.48 A complete worked example and the corresponding 

data fitting (Figures S10-S12) is given in the supporting information. 
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2.5 Molecular Dynamics Methods. The PTB7 polymer and PC71BM fullerene derivative have 

been modeled using the General Amber Force Field (GAFF),49 which has been successfully 

adopted to describe fully organic as well as hybrid organic-inorganic blends.50-53 The atomic 

partial charges were calculated according to the standard AM1-BCC method and the dispersive 

(i.e., van der Waals) interactions (both intra-and intermolecular) were described by the sum of 

two-body Lennard–Jones contributions, with Amber force field parameters.49 Model potential 

molecular dynamics simulations were performed by using the NAMD 2.0 molecular simulations 

package.54 The equations of motion of atoms were integrated by using the Velocity Verlet 

algorithm with a time step as small as 1.0 fs. Multiple time stepping was used, with short-range 

nonbonded interactions calculated every two time steps and full electrostatics evaluated every 

four time steps. All the electrostatic contributions were computed by the Particle Mesh Ewald 

(PME) sum method, with grid spacing of 1 Å. Temperature was controlled by Langevin 

thermostat with damping coefficient of 1 ps-1. Rigid bonds conditions were applied for the 

hydrogens and the atoms to which they are bonded. The VMD 1.9 molecular visualization 

program has been used to analyze the trajectories.55,56 The PTB7 bulk consists of 20 regioregular 

PTB7 chains of length ≈ 12 nm and periodically replicated along the backbone to mimic an 

infinite chain. Equilibration at room temperature and pressure was obtained by annealing using 

the Langevin thermostat and barostat (constant pressure constant temperature NPT ensemble) 

with anisotropic cell fluctuations for 1 ns. The fullerene bulks were composed by 32 molecules 

and built accordingly to the conformation described in Casalegno et al. for both species, and 

relaxed with the same procedure used for PTB7.57-59 The cohesive energy density (CED) has 

been calculated by subtracting the energy of the isolated molecules from those of the relaxed 

systems and dividing by the equilibrated volume. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

3.1 Comparison DIO-free and DIO processed solar cells  

We first investigated solar cells prepared with PTB7 as electron donor mixed with PC71BM as 

electron acceptor at the PTB7:PC71BM weight ratio of 1:1.5 using either DIO as solvent additive 

or pure chlorobenzene solution. A schematic of the device structure explored is shown in Figure 

1b. The current density-voltage (J-V) curves under solar illumination and the corresponding 

external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra are displayed in Figure 2a and 2b, respectively. DIO 

as a commonly used high boiling point additive significantly improves device performance as 

previously reported.13,42 Resulting photovoltaic parameters (power conversion efficiency PCE, 

open-circuit voltage Voc, short-circuit density Jsc and fill factor FF) are higher for the DIO-

processed devices as highlighted in Table 1. PCE is more than doubled from 3.6% to 8%, which 

is caused by an increase in FF and Jsc. EQE values improve drastically with the addition of DIO 

to attain a maximum of 70% for the DIO-containing active layer. Nevertheless, the EQE spectra 

of both devices show a quasi-identical profile of photoconversion efficiency in the whole range 

from 300 to 800 nm corresponding to the resulting absorption of PTB7:PC71BM blend films (see 

Figure S1). This indicates that in both cases PC71BM and PTB7 contribute identically to the 

photocurrent generation.  
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Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of PTB7, PC71BM and DIO and (b) Schematic multi-layer 

device structure of bulk heterojunction solar cells.  
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Figure 2. J-V curves (a) and EQE spectra (b) of PTB7:PC71BM solar cells (blend ratio 1:1.5) 

processed with and without DIO.  

 

Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters (PCE, Voc, Jsc and FF) of PTB7:PC71BM bulk heterojunction 

solar cells as function of solvent additive DIO and blend ratio. 

 
PTB7:PC71BM 

ratio 

PCE 

(%) 

Voc 

(V) 

Jsc  

(mA/cm2) 

FF 

(%) 

average PCE 

(± std dev.) 

with DIO 1:1.5 8 0.764 15.64 67 7.89 ± 0.09 

without DIO 

1:1.5 3.6 0.77 9.05 52.3 3.44 ± 0.11 

1:1 3.6 0.78 9.37 49.4 3.39 ± 0.13 

1:0.5 2.95 0.80 8.23 44.9 2.75 ± 0.18 

1:0.25 1.86 0.735 7.05 36 1.65 ± 0.14 

1:0 0.86 0.558 5.01 31 0.63 ± 0.20 

 

In Figure 3 we compare the out-of-plane and in-plane GIXD profiles of PTB7:PC71BM blend 

films at ratio 1:1.5 with and without DIO. The corresponding 2D-patterns as well as from pure 

donor and acceptor layers are provided in Figures S2 and S3, respectively. The profiles overlap 

nearly perfectly and reflect additive behavior of PC71BM and PTB7 peaks (Figure S4 and S5) for 
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the parts corresponding to scattering angles superior to 5 deg. However, the peak in the range of 

small scattering angle (at 2.5-5 deg.) corresponding to the lamellar spacing of PTB7 polymer 

chains shifted in position to smaller angles when DIO was used indicating that the packing 

distance between lamellar polymer increased due to the addition of fullerenes in the polymer 

matrix.18,44,60  

 

Figure 3. 2D-GIXD profiles of blend PTB7:PC71BM films (ratio1:1.5) processed with and 

without DIO: (a) out of plane (z) of line cut and (b) in plane (xy) of line cut.  
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2D-GIXD does not provide information on local domain and interface distribution. Therefore we 

applied STEM-SI in the low-energy-loss range to visualize nanoscale textures in neat and DIO-

processed blends. The technique allows recording spatially resolved spectra of optical excitations 

and thereby enables distinguishing between donor and acceptor phases of blends similar to 

energy-filtered imaging series.24,61 To create morphological maps, we used plasmon peak 

positions as mapped feature or machine learning on a spectral data set. The latter revealed minute 

non-linear effects between pure and mixed phases.25 However, to a first approximation spectral 

signals of mixed regions can be approximated by linear combinations of spectra from pure donor 

and acceptor layers. Here, we use signals from PTB7 and PC71BM pure layers (see Figure S6) to 

determine the spatial composition variations - and thereby also domain distributions - by 

multiple linear least-squares fitting to STEM-SI data sets of blends. In the fitting procedure the 

composite spectra from the blends are treated as linear combinations of the pure spectra. 

Mapping the determined coefficient for the fullerene spectrum in the linear combinations reveals 

the compositional distribution. In Figure 4, we compare conventional annular dark-field STEM 

images (Figures 4a and 4b) and maps of fullerene concentrations from fitting of STEM-STI data 

of neat and DIO-processed PTB7:PC71BM blend layers (Figures 4c and 4d). The nanoscale 

materials phases are identified as PC71BM rich domains in brown and PTB7 rich domains in blue 

together with the mixed phase in white. Comparing the morphologies of the DIO-processed 

blend with the blend processed without DIO reveals the expected differences with much finer 

details induced by additive use.29 As previously reported, DIO selectively dissolves PC71BM 

aggregates, thereby providing efficient intermixing between donor and acceptor molecules where 

PC71BM intercalates into PTB7 backbones optimizing both the domain size and the D:A 
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interface.62
 Importantly, the compositional maps allow profiling of fullerene concentration. 

Figure 4e shows two averaged line profiles from the two given maps. For the D:A ratio of 1:1.5 

and when using DIO, the domain sizes of both donor and acceptor enriched phases are small 

within a size range of 5-20 nm, which conforms with exciton diffusion lengths.63-65 It is thus 

likely that excitons photogenerated inside PTB7 and PC71BM diffuse to the D:A interface, i.e. 

the mixed phase, which is present at high percentage (about 38% of phases as shown in a 

previous work)29. In contrast, without additive large fullerene agglomerates form surrounded by 

polymer enriched phases, with domain sizes of > 100 nm, which is significantly larger than 

exciton diffusion lengths.  
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Figure 4. Annular dark-field STEM micrographs (a,b) and STEM-SI concentration maps of the 

fullerene fraction (c,d) of PTB7:PC71BM blends (ratio 1:1.5) processed with DIO (a,c) and 

without DIO (b,d). The minimum value of the colourmap encoding the fullerene concentration 

ratio was set to 0.16 to highlight the fullerene concentration ratio of about 0.25 in the polymer 

enriched phase of the DIO free blend. Scale bar: 100 nm. (e) Line profiles of fullerene fraction in 

STEM-SI maps. 

 

Interestingly, the composition profiles for both layers show a minimum fullerene concentration 

of about 23%. To show that this is not a result from overlapping domains and additive signal 
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projection in the STEM experiment we generated dark-field and compositional maps of cross-

sectional views (Figure S7). DIO-processed blends show a uniform bulk distribution of the three 

coexisting phases (PC71BM rich phase, the PTB7 rich and mixed phase). The thickness profile 

for the blend without DIO would show a continuous polymer enriched layer with 23% fullerene 

concentration. This implies that concentration variations around 23% are not due to overlapping 

domains. The enriched PTB7 phase in direct contact with the mixed phase surrounding the 

acceptor domain acts as a continuous active layer sandwiched between the anode and the 

cathode. Simultaneously, the fullerene agglomerate concentration mapped in Figure 4d can be a 

result of overlapping. The large fullerene agglomerate in Figure S7d is found on top of the small 

polymer-enriched layer. Hence, the maximum fullerene concentration in fullerene agglomerates 

must be larger than 73% as determined in projection through the layer (Figure 4d-e). Although 

the device performance decreases when no DIO is used, a significant Jsc is observed (see Figure 

2a). Thus, the direct observation of the nanoscale morphology of DIO-free films shows that 

photocurrent generation may be a complex process in such layers, which are composed of large 

fullerene domains wrapped by the polymer-enriched phase. Indeed we can expect that the donor 

phase should actively contribute to the photocurrent generation, but it is an open question to what 

extent compared to the fullerene domains. The fullerene concentration in the PTB7 enriched 

phase has been determined to be about 25% (see Figure 4e) corresponding to the maximum 

miscibility of PC71BM in PTB7 as reported in the literature.29 This fullerene concentration may 

enable the formation of a bicontinuous network along the BHJ inside the donor phase. In order to 

answer these questions, we chose to characterize PTB7:PC71BM based solar cells with lower 

acceptor concentration to study blends only composed of a polymer enriched phase.  
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3.2 Photocurrent generation in polymer enriched blend solar cells  

We varied the mass ratio of PTB7 and PC71BM in the active layer using 1:1.5, 1:1, 1:0.5, and 

1:0.25 and determined the fullerene concentration maps from spectroscopic imaging data sets. To 

show that the determined concentration maps and average concentration measures are valid using 

the spectral fitting procedure, we compared experimentally with theoretically expected values 

(Figure S8 and Table S1). Since the spectral composition is rather related to the number of 

molecules than the mass fraction in the layer, we converted the mass ratios to molecular ratios 

(see Experimental part and Table S1). Resulting D:A molecular ratios are 0.48:0.52, 0.58:0.42, 

0.73:0.27, 0.85:0.15. We kept these numbers without scaling to highlight that for a mass ratio of 

1:0.5, a molecular ratio of 0.73:0.27 is obtained, i.e. with 27% fullerenes a concentration where 

increased agglomeration should commence. In Figure S8 we provide experimentally determined 

molecular ratios as averages from three data sets for each of the four blends. Although at high 

fullerene concentration we observe an increasing underestimation of the fullerene content, the 

values are very close to the theoretical ones with a maximum deviation of 8%. Figure 5 shows 

annular dark-field images (Figure 5a-e) and corresponding concentration maps (Figure 5f-j) for 

all indicated mass ratios. The pure polymer layer (Figure 5e and 5j) is shown as reference. From 

D:A ratio of 1:1.5 (Figures 5a and 5f) to 1:1 (Figures 5b and 5g), several morphological aspects 

of the layer change. The diameter of the fullerene domains decreases leading to an enlargement 

of their separation distance, i.e. an increase of the PTB7-enriched phase. For the ratio of 1:0.5 

(Figures 5c and 5h), the large fullerene domains disappear to leave alone the polymer-enriched 

phase. However, the concentration map shows a color contrast in this phase of very small nano-

sized structures with fullerene concentration up to about 0.5. This implies that whereas the 

average fullerene concentration ratio in the layer is about 0.27 (see Table S1), small fullerene 
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aggregates of a concentration ratio approaching 1 are embedded in the polymer matrix. A higher 

resolution map showing the variable concentrations or domains at the nanometer level is 

provided in Figure S9. Further decrease in fullerene concentration to a ratio of 1:0.25 (Figures 5d 

and 5i) leads to homogeneous layers in which the fullerene concentration is clearly reduced, and 

the nano-sized structures are not visible anymore. The concentration map resembles the map for 

the pure polymer layer. Nevertheless, the average molecular fullerene fraction for this sample is 

determined to be 0.15. Due to the required large dynamic range, the colourmap cannot display 

the fine variations in this range of concentrations. By comparing the layers with high fullerene 

concentration in both top view as well as cross view (Figure S7) with the layer of ratio 1:0.5, we 

observe similar fullerene sub-structures in the polymer enriched domains for the 1:1 and 1:1.5 

ratios (see Figures 5f and 5g). Only below 1:0.5, no sub-structures are observed in the polymer 

enriched phase. We note that here, very small agglomerations < 4 nm (the nominal resolution in 

Figure S9) might exist and indeed not be detected due to overlapping effects. The observation of 

sub-structures indicates that fullerenes are not homogenously distributed inside the polymer but 

reorganized into clusters of local concentrations larger than 23-27%, i.e. clearly more than the 

maximum miscibility of PC71BM in PTB7, surrounded by polymer domains with local 

concentrations of less than 23% (see Figure S9).  
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Figure 5. Annular dark-field STEM micrographs (a-e) and STEM-SI concentration maps of 

fullerene fractions (f-j) of PTB7:PC71BM blends processed without DIO as blend ratio: ratio 

1:1.5 (a, f), 1:1 (b, g), 1:0.5 (c, h) and 1:0.25 (d, i) while 1:0 corresponds to PTB7 (e,j). Scale 

bar: 100 nm. 

 

The J-V characteristic curves and EQE spectra of the solar cells processed with the 

corresponding blends are shown in Figure 6a and 6b, respectively. The photovoltaic 

performances are summarized according to the J-V curves and listed in Table 1. With a FF 

comparable to the pure PTB7 device (31-36%), the D:A weight ratio 1:0.25 suffers mainly from 

the small amount of fullerene where a low average PCE value of 1.65% is obtained. With 

comparable Jsc (8.23-9.08 mA/cm2) and FF (45-52%), the D:A weight ratios 1:1.5 to 1:0.5 

suggest a charge generation that is with low dependence of D:A ratio. Furthermore, PCE is 

decreased by less than 20% when the ratio is reduced from 1:1.5 to 1:0.5.  
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Figure 6. J-V curves (a) and EQE spectra (b) of PTB7:PC71BM solar cells processed without 

DIO and with blend ratio 1:0.25, 1:0.5, 1:1 and 1:1.5.  
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By using the equation (eq 2), thus neglecting recombination: 

𝐺 = 
𝐽

𝑒𝑑
          (eq. 2) 

where J is the measured current density under reverse bias (-0.5 V), e is the elementary charge 

and d the thickness of thin films, the generation rates are calculated as 0.6-0.74×1028 m-3s-1 for 

the DIO-free processed active layers of ratio 1:1.5 and 1:0.5, respectively.41 The comparable 

generation rate implies the same D:A interface for exciton splitting and thus identify the polymer 

enriched phase with the fullerene sub-structure to be strongly involved in the photocurrent 

generation. Taking into account the EQE spectra (Figure 6b) both polymer and fullerene 

contribute equally to the photocurrent generation independently of ratio 1:1.5, 1:1: and 1:0.5 with 

only a small decrease in the range of 400-550 nm related to the reduction of the fullerene 

concentration and thus absorption. Regarding the J-V characteristics for the 1:0.5 ratio together 

with the nanoscale morphology visualization (Figure 5h), we can thus clearly say that a large part 

of the photocurrent density can be generated in polymer enriched phase with values of more than 

60% of the Jsc obtained in DIO-processed and optimized solar cells. Moreover, our observations 

show that the interface of exciton dissociation does not solely occur at the interface between the 

large donor and polymer enriched domains, which are present with ratios 1:1.5 and 1:1. Excitons 

are thus dissociated throughout the donor enriched phase at the interface with the fullerene sub-

structures while electrons are likely to be transported across sub-structures towards the fullerene 

enriched domains. 

To understand the mechanism of the photocurrent transport inside polymer enriched phase 

containing the fullerene sub-structure, 2D-GIXD measurements can be analyzed with respect to 

the incorporation of the fullerenes inside the polymer. The predominant composition of PTB7 is 
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confirmed by 2D-GIXD on DIO-free processed PTB7:PC71BM active layer systems (see Figure 

S5) where the intensities of the PTB7 reflections are highly underlined in the profile of D:A layer 

at 1:0.5 with a main peak at 2z of 14.8 deg. Nevertheless, the incorporation of fullerene in the 

polymer network is also highlighted by the presence of shoulders at 2z of 12.5 and 17.7 deg. 

corresponding to the peak of bare PC71BM. This proofs that the nano-sized structures in Figure 

5h correspond to the small PC71BM domains with a crystalline organization making charge 

transport efficient between the fullerenes. It was shown for DIO-processed PTB7:PC71BM active 

layer systems, reported by Ho et al., that fullerene domains should act as small nanoparticles 

responsible of the electron conduction once the fullerene concentration reaches the percolation 

threshold of more than 1:0.3.44 To evaluate the impact of the formation of the fullerene sub-

structures in the case of DIO-free processed layers, we determined the charge transport 

properties of the blend films with different D:A weight ratio. To this end we used the SCLC 

protocol described by Blakesley et al.48 extracting the mobility from I-V curves of hole-only 

devices and electron-only devices. I-V curves were fitted using equation (1) in the SCLC region 

considering a field-dependence of the mobility. Hole (µh) and electron (µe) mobility values 

obtained for PTB7:PC71BM BHJ layers without DIO as function of blend ratio are summarized 

in Table 2. A complete worked example and the corresponding data fitting is given in SI together 

with the values of thicknesses in Table S2. Figure 7 shows representative dark current and fitting 

curves for each blend ratio. Based on hole-only devices, the hole mobility is not reduced by 

blending with PC71BM with a value consistent with the hole mobility of neat PTB7 obtained 

previously by SCLC.13,44,66-68 In contrast, the electron mobility in PTB7:PC71BM blends is 

largely impacted as function of PC71BM content. For both 1:1.5 and 1:1, the electron mobility 

reaches the saturated values of 1-6×10-4 cm2/Vs to be consistent with the reported values.44 Well 
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balanced electron and hole mobilities were obtained at 1:1.5 and 1:1 ratio, together with higher 

PCE and FF restricting the build-up of space charges, and hence, reducing charge recombination. 

At the D:A ratio of 1:0.5, the electron mobility decreases but does not completely diminish with 

values of 3.8-8.6×10−6 cm2/Vs, which are close to mobilities observed in DIO processed blends 

at identical ratio. This indicates that the electron transport pathway persists in percolation 

through the crystalline small domains observed in thin films by STEM-SI and 2D-GIXD. 
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Figure 7. Current vs voltage for holes (a) and electron (b) only devices. The charges carrier 

mobilities of PTB7:PC71BM blends were determined following the single-carrier devices SCLC 

model. 

 

Table 2. Hole (µh) and electron (µe) mobility values obtained by SCLC of PTB7:PC71BM bulk 

heterojunction layers without DIO as function of blend ratio. 

PTB7:PC71BM 
ratio 

Film 
Average 
thickness 

d (nm) 
µh (cm2/V.s) µe (cm2/V.s) 

1:1.5 
A 73 3.9-4.3x10-4 5.88-6.15x10-4 

B 111 6.4-7.3x10-4 2.75-3.1x10-4 

1:1 
C 80 3.05-3.4x10-4 2.32-2.68x10-4 

D 119 0.97-1.23x10-3 0.95-1.15x10-4 

1:0.5 
E 50 7.23-7.77x10-4 3.86-5.45x10-6 

F 90 9.65-9.95x10-4 7.74-8.66x10-6 
 

 

To understand fullerene aggregation and charge transport in the polymer phase, molecular 

dynamics simulations were adopted to estimate the enthalpy of mixing of the polymer:fullerene 

blends without DIO.29 We previously reported that 50% of PC71BM content generates a highly 

stable phase in which the blend and the separate phases have similar enthalpy values and thus no 

driving force for phase separation exists. The low mixing enthalpy derives from the high 

fullerene-PTB7 interaction that leads to densely packed regions of fullerene molecules (hereafter 

referred to as clusters) intercalated within the polymer. Figure 8a shows the fullerene 

organization inside the blend with 1:0.5, 1:1 and 1:1.5 weight ratio. We find that the fullerenes 

form clusters inside the polymer blend. The fullerene-fullerene distance within the clusters is less 

than ~1.5 Å. By decreasing the fullerene concentration from ratio of 1:1.5 down to 1:05, the size 

of the clusters decreases while their relative distance increases (see Figure 8a). In general, the 
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key property for the electron transport in the blend is the distance between fullerenes. The 

electron hopping is efficient when the fullerene-fullerene distance (defined as the distance 

between fullerenes surfaces) is comparable to the value of the crystalline PC71BM phase, i.e. 

~1.5 Å. As the distance between clusters increases, the hopping probability decreases. 

Accordingly, the bottleneck for electron mobility of the blends is the average distance 𝑑 between 

clusters. A cluster is here defined as a group of fullerenes which are separated by less than ~1.5 

Å. The calculated distance 𝑑(𝑥) increases when the fullerene concentration, 1: 𝑥, decreases and 

we find values 4.27 Å, 5.89 Å and 7.76 Å for fullerene concentrations 𝑥 equal to 1.5, 1 and 0.5, 

respectively. In order to compare our results with the experimental mobilities, we assume that the 

electron mobility 𝜇𝑒 decreases exponentially with cluster distance, i.e. 𝜇𝑒(𝑥) ∼ 𝐶𝑒−𝑑(𝑥)/𝛿, where 

𝐶 is unknown constant and 𝛿 = 1.5 Å. By using the values 𝑑(𝑥) calculated in the atomistic 

models above it is possible to fit 𝐶 to reproduce the experimental mobilities of Table 2 (see 

Figure 8b). Error bars are taken as the difference between the mobilities at the same 

polymer:fullerene weight ratio. At 𝑑 =1.5 Å, corresponding to the average distance between 

fullerenes in the bulk, we estimate a mobility of 𝜇𝑒= 2.85×10-3 cm2/Vs, which is in the order of 

the experimental mobilities of neat PC71BM films.13,44,69 Our theoretical analysis shows that 

fullerenes are not homogenously distributed inside the PTB7 but tend to form elongated clusters 

along the backbone of the polymer chains driven by the mixing enthalpy of the PTB7:PC71BM 

blend. The average distance between theses nano-sized fullerene clusters governs the electron 

mobility. The nano-sized fullerene clusters give rise to a network inside the polymer that favors 

electron transport towards the fullerene-enriched domains. 
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Figure 8. (a) Calculated PTB7:PC71BM blend morphology as function of fullerene w% inside 

the polymer blend (shown on top of each panel). Only PC71BM is shown for clarity. The models 

are built with identical amount of polymer and different fullerene concentrations. Grey iso-

surfaces are obtained from a volumetric Gaussian density map (each fullerene is taken as single 

particle with coordinates equal to its center of mass) with radius scale equal to the average 

fullerene radius (i.e. ~3.7 Å), density isovalue equal to 0.5 Å, and grid spacing equal to 1 Å.55,58 

(b) Experimental mobilities fitted by the model 𝜇𝑒(𝑥) ∼ 𝐶𝑒−𝑑(𝑥)/𝛿, with = 1.5 Å. We obtain C 

= 7.74×10-3 cm2/Vs. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

Visualizing and analyzing the inner domain size distribution and absolute domain composition of 

fullerene-based polymer blend films is highly essential to correlate the morphology and the 

photocurrent generation. Here we studied PTB7:PC71BM blend films processed without additive 
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via varying the ratio of PTB7 and PC71BM in the active layer so that non-optimized blends were 

created containing large fullerene domains or a single polymer enriched phase. Our results show 

that fullerenes are not homogeneously distributed in the polymer phase but form clusters that, at 

the higher fullerene concentrations, tend to form fullerene networks inside the donor phase. 

Molecular dynamics simulations of the polymer-fullerene blends point towards the mixing 

enthalpy of the PTB7:PC71BM mixture as driving force for the cluster formation. The formation 

of the fullerene network not only reduce the concentration of electron trap states but also 

promote efficient electron transport paths inside the PTB7 phases via electron hopping processes. 

The formation of the fullerene clusters is governed by the mixing enthalpy of the PTB7:PC71BM 

blend and depends thus on the chemical structure of both donor and acceptor materials. Our 

future work will focus on the deeper understanding on the polymer:acceptor interaction so that a 

voluntarily generation of an acceptor sub-networks in the polymer enriched domains is possible 

by suitable design of non-fullerene acceptor. This can lead to enhanced electron extraction and 

thus higher processing tolerance of high efficiency blends against formation of morphological 

defects such as large polymer enriched domains surpassing the exciton diffusion lengths. 
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